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Emergent particles: Majorana Fermions

particle = its own antiparticle

& vortex
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Question: 

Can we realize Kitaev model and quantum spin liquids in multipolar systems ?
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shows that different types of multipoles are entangled in a
given order. Note that the sign of !z is determined by
the product of the signs of Oxy and Txyz in Fig. 4. The
entanglement plays a key role in the consideration of
induced orders due to external fields as well as multipole
dynamics,74,118,136,137) as will be discussed in §4.

Let us now consider the case of the f 2 configuration
corresponding to Pr3þ. We can construct eigenstates for Pr3þ

(J ¼ 4) under Oh and Th symmetries. The results are sum-
marized in Table III. A large degeneracy is not necessary to
realize the higher rank multipoles. For instance, the non-
Kramers doublet !3 of Pr3þ (4f 2) has the decomposition

!3 # !3 ¼ !1gð1Þ & !2uð1Þ & !3gð2Þ; ð24Þ

which gives a !2u-type octupole and !3g-type quadrupoles,
but no dipoles. The lack of dipoles is a characteristic of pure
orbital degeneracy in a non-Kramers doublet. Such a system
provides an interesting case in which only higher-rank
multipoles play a major role. Actual examples of such
systems are PrMg3 and PrAg2In, in which the peculiar spin–
lattice relaxation is observed by NMR measurement.153)

We describe special examples of higher multipoles. The
electric hexadecapole is a fourth-rank tensor. Among its
components, x4 þ y4 þ z4 ' 3r4=5 transforms as a scalar in
the cubic point group. Hence this component generally
appears in the CEF Hamiltonian for the cubic group.
Another scalar component originates from a sixth-rank
tensor called a hexacontatetrapole. Note that there are no
scalars in the second and third ranks. If such scalars are
aligned with unequal amplitudes, the alternating component
arises in CEF splitting.59,60,120,151) The lattice should be
distorted accordingly, but without breaking the point-group
symmetry. In PrRu4P12, not only the distortion has been
observed by X-ray and polarized neutron diffraction,47) but
also the alternation of CEF splitting has been observed by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS).48) In PrFe4P12, the scalar
order brings about staggered lattice distortion, as probed by
diffraction measurement,44) and staggered hyperfine fields,
as probed by NMR.56,120)

In NpO2, multipoles up to the ninth rank can be active.
Among these, triakontadipoles are most relevant.84,126) The
direct observation of triakontadipoles is more difficult than
that of octupoles since the latter can be directly probed by X-
ray scattering as discussed below.

3. Detection of Multipole Superlattice by Diffraction

3.1 Nonresonant X-ray scattering
Multipole orders accompany electric and/or magnetic

distributions lower than the full crystal symmetry. Since the
deformation is tiny and has a complex shape in general, pre-
cise measurement is required to detect it by diffraction. Let
us first consider Thomson scattering with the cross section

d!

d"

! "

"!"0
¼

e2

m
Fð!Þ" ( "0

####

####
2

; ð25Þ

where " denotes the polarization of the incident beam and "0

denotes that of the scattered beam. To be specific, we
consider the simplest case of Ce3þ, where the scattering is
due to a localized 4f electron at each site. The scattering
factor Fð!Þ is defined by

Fð!Þ ¼
X

n

exp i! ( Rnð Þhexpði! ( rÞif ; ð26Þ

where Rn specifies a Ce site, and the coordinate r of a 4f
electron is measured from the Ce site. The momentum
transfer is given by !. The plane wave expði! ( rÞ is
expanded in terms of the spherical Bessel function j‘ð"rÞ
multiplied by the spherical harmonics Z‘mðr̂rÞ with the same
rank. The multipole ordering gives a nonzero average
hĴJ‘mif ðRnÞ of spherical tensor operators with rank ‘ at each
Ce site Rn. Here the azimuthal quantum number m runs from
'‘ to ‘.

If the multipole ordering has a superlattice wave number
Q, the Fourier transform

hĴJ‘miQ ¼
X

n

hĴJ‘mif ðRnÞ expð'iQ ( RnÞ ð27Þ

remains nonzero. Hence, we study the scattering with ! ¼ Q.
The radial distribution of the atomic electron density is
accounted for by the quantity h j‘ðQÞi defined by

h j‘ðQÞi ¼
Z 1

0

r2Rf ðrÞ2 j‘ðQrÞ dr; ð28Þ

with Rf ðrÞ being the radial part of the 4f 1 wave function. We
take the quantization axis along Q. Then, by taking account
of the spin–orbit interaction with J ¼ 5=2, we obtain63,81)

FðQÞ ¼
2

7
h j2ðQÞihĴJ20iQ þ

2

35
h j4ðQÞihĴJ40iQ; ð29Þ

where only the component m ¼ 0 in our quantization axis
remains.

The quadrupole and hexadecapole contribute to X5g as
discussed in §2.4. By comparing the jQj dependence of the
experimental scattering intensity with jFðQÞj2, one can
estimate the relative importance of the quadrupole hĴJ20iQ
and hexadecapole hĴJ40iQ.

The present treatment is valid for a general configuration
f n within the Hartree–Fock approximation. Namely, for the
Hund’s rule ground state, the scattering amplitude is given
by the formula

FðQÞ ¼
X

‘:even

ð'1Þ‘=2ð2‘þ 1Þgð‘Þn h j‘ðQÞihĴJ‘0iQ; ð30Þ

in accordance with eq. (4). As a special case, we obtain
eq. (29) from this formula.

Table III. Eigenstates of f 2 (Pr3þ) under Oh and Th.

(Oh) (Th) # basis (J ¼ 4)

!1 !1

ffiffiffiffi
30
p

12 ðjþ4iþ j'4iÞ þ
ffiffiffiffi
21
p

6 j0i

!3 !23 1
ffiffiffiffi
7
24

q
ðjþ4iþ j'4iÞ '

ffiffiffiffi
10
24

q
j0i

2 1ffiffi
2
p ðjþ2iþ j'2iÞ

!4 !ð1Þ4 + '
ffiffiffi
1
8

q
j'3i'

ffiffiffi
7
8

q
jþ1i

0 1ffiffi
2
p ðjþ4i' j'4iÞ

' þ
ffiffiffi
1
8

q
jþ3iþ

ffiffiffi
7
8

q
j'1i

!5 !ð2Þ4 + þ
ffiffiffi
7
8

q
jþ3i'

ffiffiffi
1
8

q
j'1i

0 1ffiffi
2
p ðjþ2i' j'2iÞ

' '
ffiffiffi
7
8

q
j'3iþ

ffiffiffi
1
8

q
jþ1i
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx
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zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond
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FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond
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FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond
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FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond
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FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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tpd⇡

�pd atomic potential difference between p- and d-orbitals

Example

GINIYAT KHALIULLIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW RESEARCH 3, 033163 (2021)

reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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t2 =
t2pd⇡
�pd



Consider hopping integrals between two sites (z bond)

3

where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=
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si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@
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A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@
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A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
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(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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as dictated by the shapes of the active complex orbitals, e.g.,
∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2 orbitals having rotational symmetry around

z bond (like 3z2 − r2 axial symmetry in eg models). Thus the
Eg pseudospins in the 180◦ bonding geometry behave exactly
as the eg-orbital compasses do in cubic lattices [2], orienting
themselves along the bond directions. This follows from a
general observation that in case of axial symmetry, the spin-
1/2 anisotropy term should have a dipole-dipole interaction
form [36]. For the same reason, the compass-like τ interaction
also appears for non-Kramers doublets in f 2 electron system
[37]. Due to differences between d- and f -orbital hopping ge-
ometries, however, the isotropic term in Eq. (13) is not present
in the f 2 case. On square or cubic lattices, we expect that the
Hamiltonian (13) would have two-sublattice quadrupolar or-
der, with alternating planar and elongated Eg states, as selected
by the anisotropic τ term via order-from-disorder mechanism.

C. Two-orbital superexchange: 90◦ bonding geometry

This process is typical for nearest-neighbor Me-O2-Me
superexchange in delafossite derived structures with edge
shared octahedra, see Fig. 1(d). On the z-type bond, two
orbitals a = dyz and b = dzx equally contribute again, but
hopping is orbital nonconserving: −t (a†

iσ b jσ + b†
iσ a jσ ). The

resulting spin-orbital Hamiltonian reads as in the 180◦ case,
see Eq. (11), but now with the modified orbital part [i.e.,
interchanging Lx

j ↔ Ly
j in Eq. (12)] [35]:

O(z)
i j =

(
Lx

i Ly
j

)2 +
(
Ly

i Lx
j

)2 + Lx
i Ly

i Lx
j L

y
j + Ly

i Lx
i Ly

jL
x
j . (14)

The orbital nonconservation during the hoppings has dramatic
consequences for the exchange symmetry, as observed previ-
ously in spin-orbit J = 1/2 [3,38] and J = 0 [35] systems. In
the present non-Kramers Eg doublet case, this results in the
pseudospin Hamiltonian

Hi j (90◦) = J
(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
, (15)

which is completely different from Hi j (180◦) in Eq. (13), but
the coupling constant remains the same: J = 2

3
t2

U . This result
is remarkable in several aspects. It has no γ -bond dependence,
since the quadrupolar (sx, sz) part is isotropic and does not
change under the rotations (5) and (6), and the octupolar sy

moment is not affected by C3 rotations around [111] axis and
is thus independent of γ as well. This is unlike the d5 Kramers
doublet case, where the cubic rotations affect all three com-
ponents of the J = 1/2 vector, via cyclic permutations of its
x, y, z components (see, e.g., Eq. (5.8) in Ref. [3]). Neverthe-
less, SOC results in strong exchange anisotropy: quadrupoles
are ferro-correlated, while the octupolar components sy are
coupled in an antiferro-fashion.

In bipartite (e.g., honeycomb) lattices, this anisotropic
Hamiltonian can conveniently be converted into an AF
Heisenberg form Jsi · s j , by changing the sign of the sx and
sz components on one of the sublattices; such hidden symme-
tries are common to spin-orbit pseudospin-1/2 Hamiltonians
[3,39,40]. After this transformation, one observes an exact
degeneracy between quadrupole and octupolar orderings, with
the out-of-plane Goldstone mode representing a smooth ro-
tation from one type order to the other one at no energy
cost. Such exact degeneracy and coherent mixture of different

(even/odd) rank order parameters and related gapless modes
is rather unusual, but have previously been discussed in the
context of t2g-orbital Hamiltonians, see Refs. [3,41] for de-
tails.

IV. PSEUDOSPIN ORDER: QUADRUPOLAR VERSUS
OCTUPOLAR STATES

In this section, we discuss the phase behavior and excita-
tions of the Eg pseudospin models on different lattices.

A. Simple cubic lattice

The two-orbital 180◦-exchange Hamiltonian (13) is ap-
plicable to perovskite lattices. As we already mentioned in
that section, we expect a two-sublattice quadrupolar order in
this case. This is conceptually similar to eg-orbital order in
3d systems; the only difference is that the Eg “orbitals” are
spin-orbit coupled objects. Like in the eg-orbital case, both
exchange and JT couplings will contribute to the quadrupolar
ordering, and they typically support each other. Formally, the
Hamiltonian (13), comprising an AF Heisenberg interaction
and an anisotropic compass-like terms is very similar to the
model studied in Ref. [32]. Thus, its excitation spectrum
should acquire a sizable gap due to the order-by-disorder
mechanism.

B. Honeycomb lattice

A honeycomb lattice is derived from the delafossite struc-
ture with edge-shared octahedra. In general, two different
channels are operative in this case: direct hopping td con-
sidered in Sec. III A, and indirect t superexchange via 90◦

bonding considered in Sec. III C. It is known that for pseu-
dospin J = 1/2 exchange in d5 compounds, there is also a
combination of these two processes (i.e., t times td terms)
resulting in the off-diagonal, so-called $ interaction [42].
Interestingly, such a crossterm is absent in the present Eg
problem. So, the full Hamiltonian in honeycomb or triangular
lattices is comprised of the bond-dependent τ model (10), and
the 90◦ exchange J interaction (15), which is also anisotropic,
but bond-independent:

H(γ )
i j = Jτ τiγ τ jγ + J

(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
. (16)

Physically, both Jτ and J are positive, and their ratio
can be arbitrary. While the first term operates in the pure
quadrupolar (sz, sx ) sector, J coupling equally supports AF
octupolar and FM quadrupolar states. As noticed above, the
J interaction is actually dual to the AF Heisenberg model
(on bipartite lattices). A finite τ term breaks this symmetry
and selects the ordering type. Since the (sz, sx ) part of the
J term has a negative sign, a small admixture of positive
Jτ reduces the quadrupole interactions. As a result, two-
sublattice staggered order of octupole moments sy is favored
at J & Jτ . The ground state wave function is complex, ψA/B =
(|↑〉 ± i|↓〉)/

√
2, and has a cubic shape, see Fig. 2(c) of

Ref. [4].
In the opposite limit Jτ & J , it is obvious that sy octupole

order has to give way to ordering of the τ quadrupoles that
live in (sz, sx ) plane. The quadrupole order is TR invariant
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2t22
3U
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3

where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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as dictated by the shapes of the active complex orbitals, e.g.,
∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2 orbitals having rotational symmetry around

z bond (like 3z2 − r2 axial symmetry in eg models). Thus the
Eg pseudospins in the 180◦ bonding geometry behave exactly
as the eg-orbital compasses do in cubic lattices [2], orienting
themselves along the bond directions. This follows from a
general observation that in case of axial symmetry, the spin-
1/2 anisotropy term should have a dipole-dipole interaction
form [36]. For the same reason, the compass-like τ interaction
also appears for non-Kramers doublets in f 2 electron system
[37]. Due to differences between d- and f -orbital hopping ge-
ometries, however, the isotropic term in Eq. (13) is not present
in the f 2 case. On square or cubic lattices, we expect that the
Hamiltonian (13) would have two-sublattice quadrupolar or-
der, with alternating planar and elongated Eg states, as selected
by the anisotropic τ term via order-from-disorder mechanism.

C. Two-orbital superexchange: 90◦ bonding geometry

This process is typical for nearest-neighbor Me-O2-Me
superexchange in delafossite derived structures with edge
shared octahedra, see Fig. 1(d). On the z-type bond, two
orbitals a = dyz and b = dzx equally contribute again, but
hopping is orbital nonconserving: −t (a†

iσ b jσ + b†
iσ a jσ ). The

resulting spin-orbital Hamiltonian reads as in the 180◦ case,
see Eq. (11), but now with the modified orbital part [i.e.,
interchanging Lx

j ↔ Ly
j in Eq. (12)] [35]:

O(z)
i j =

(
Lx

i Ly
j

)2 +
(
Ly

i Lx
j

)2 + Lx
i Ly

i Lx
j L

y
j + Ly

i Lx
i Ly

jL
x
j . (14)

The orbital nonconservation during the hoppings has dramatic
consequences for the exchange symmetry, as observed previ-
ously in spin-orbit J = 1/2 [3,38] and J = 0 [35] systems. In
the present non-Kramers Eg doublet case, this results in the
pseudospin Hamiltonian

Hi j (90◦) = J
(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
, (15)

which is completely different from Hi j (180◦) in Eq. (13), but
the coupling constant remains the same: J = 2

3
t2

U . This result
is remarkable in several aspects. It has no γ -bond dependence,
since the quadrupolar (sx, sz) part is isotropic and does not
change under the rotations (5) and (6), and the octupolar sy

moment is not affected by C3 rotations around [111] axis and
is thus independent of γ as well. This is unlike the d5 Kramers
doublet case, where the cubic rotations affect all three com-
ponents of the J = 1/2 vector, via cyclic permutations of its
x, y, z components (see, e.g., Eq. (5.8) in Ref. [3]). Neverthe-
less, SOC results in strong exchange anisotropy: quadrupoles
are ferro-correlated, while the octupolar components sy are
coupled in an antiferro-fashion.

In bipartite (e.g., honeycomb) lattices, this anisotropic
Hamiltonian can conveniently be converted into an AF
Heisenberg form Jsi · s j , by changing the sign of the sx and
sz components on one of the sublattices; such hidden symme-
tries are common to spin-orbit pseudospin-1/2 Hamiltonians
[3,39,40]. After this transformation, one observes an exact
degeneracy between quadrupole and octupolar orderings, with
the out-of-plane Goldstone mode representing a smooth ro-
tation from one type order to the other one at no energy
cost. Such exact degeneracy and coherent mixture of different

(even/odd) rank order parameters and related gapless modes
is rather unusual, but have previously been discussed in the
context of t2g-orbital Hamiltonians, see Refs. [3,41] for de-
tails.

IV. PSEUDOSPIN ORDER: QUADRUPOLAR VERSUS
OCTUPOLAR STATES

In this section, we discuss the phase behavior and excita-
tions of the Eg pseudospin models on different lattices.

A. Simple cubic lattice

The two-orbital 180◦-exchange Hamiltonian (13) is ap-
plicable to perovskite lattices. As we already mentioned in
that section, we expect a two-sublattice quadrupolar order in
this case. This is conceptually similar to eg-orbital order in
3d systems; the only difference is that the Eg “orbitals” are
spin-orbit coupled objects. Like in the eg-orbital case, both
exchange and JT couplings will contribute to the quadrupolar
ordering, and they typically support each other. Formally, the
Hamiltonian (13), comprising an AF Heisenberg interaction
and an anisotropic compass-like terms is very similar to the
model studied in Ref. [32]. Thus, its excitation spectrum
should acquire a sizable gap due to the order-by-disorder
mechanism.

B. Honeycomb lattice

A honeycomb lattice is derived from the delafossite struc-
ture with edge-shared octahedra. In general, two different
channels are operative in this case: direct hopping td con-
sidered in Sec. III A, and indirect t superexchange via 90◦

bonding considered in Sec. III C. It is known that for pseu-
dospin J = 1/2 exchange in d5 compounds, there is also a
combination of these two processes (i.e., t times td terms)
resulting in the off-diagonal, so-called $ interaction [42].
Interestingly, such a crossterm is absent in the present Eg
problem. So, the full Hamiltonian in honeycomb or triangular
lattices is comprised of the bond-dependent τ model (10), and
the 90◦ exchange J interaction (15), which is also anisotropic,
but bond-independent:

H(γ )
i j = Jτ τiγ τ jγ + J

(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
. (16)

Physically, both Jτ and J are positive, and their ratio
can be arbitrary. While the first term operates in the pure
quadrupolar (sz, sx ) sector, J coupling equally supports AF
octupolar and FM quadrupolar states. As noticed above, the
J interaction is actually dual to the AF Heisenberg model
(on bipartite lattices). A finite τ term breaks this symmetry
and selects the ordering type. Since the (sz, sx ) part of the
J term has a negative sign, a small admixture of positive
Jτ reduces the quadrupole interactions. As a result, two-
sublattice staggered order of octupole moments sy is favored
at J & Jτ . The ground state wave function is complex, ψA/B =
(|↑〉 ± i|↓〉)/

√
2, and has a cubic shape, see Fig. 2(c) of

Ref. [4].
In the opposite limit Jτ & J , it is obvious that sy octupole

order has to give way to ordering of the τ quadrupoles that
live in (sz, sx ) plane. The quadrupole order is TR invariant
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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1/2(Pauli matrix) for non-Kramer doublet

t2



3

where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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as dictated by the shapes of the active complex orbitals, e.g.,
∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2 orbitals having rotational symmetry around

z bond (like 3z2 − r2 axial symmetry in eg models). Thus the
Eg pseudospins in the 180◦ bonding geometry behave exactly
as the eg-orbital compasses do in cubic lattices [2], orienting
themselves along the bond directions. This follows from a
general observation that in case of axial symmetry, the spin-
1/2 anisotropy term should have a dipole-dipole interaction
form [36]. For the same reason, the compass-like τ interaction
also appears for non-Kramers doublets in f 2 electron system
[37]. Due to differences between d- and f -orbital hopping ge-
ometries, however, the isotropic term in Eq. (13) is not present
in the f 2 case. On square or cubic lattices, we expect that the
Hamiltonian (13) would have two-sublattice quadrupolar or-
der, with alternating planar and elongated Eg states, as selected
by the anisotropic τ term via order-from-disorder mechanism.

C. Two-orbital superexchange: 90◦ bonding geometry

This process is typical for nearest-neighbor Me-O2-Me
superexchange in delafossite derived structures with edge
shared octahedra, see Fig. 1(d). On the z-type bond, two
orbitals a = dyz and b = dzx equally contribute again, but
hopping is orbital nonconserving: −t (a†

iσ b jσ + b†
iσ a jσ ). The

resulting spin-orbital Hamiltonian reads as in the 180◦ case,
see Eq. (11), but now with the modified orbital part [i.e.,
interchanging Lx

j ↔ Ly
j in Eq. (12)] [35]:

O(z)
i j =

(
Lx

i Ly
j

)2 +
(
Ly

i Lx
j

)2 + Lx
i Ly

i Lx
j L

y
j + Ly

i Lx
i Ly

jL
x
j . (14)

The orbital nonconservation during the hoppings has dramatic
consequences for the exchange symmetry, as observed previ-
ously in spin-orbit J = 1/2 [3,38] and J = 0 [35] systems. In
the present non-Kramers Eg doublet case, this results in the
pseudospin Hamiltonian

Hi j (90◦) = J
(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
, (15)

which is completely different from Hi j (180◦) in Eq. (13), but
the coupling constant remains the same: J = 2

3
t2

U . This result
is remarkable in several aspects. It has no γ -bond dependence,
since the quadrupolar (sx, sz) part is isotropic and does not
change under the rotations (5) and (6), and the octupolar sy

moment is not affected by C3 rotations around [111] axis and
is thus independent of γ as well. This is unlike the d5 Kramers
doublet case, where the cubic rotations affect all three com-
ponents of the J = 1/2 vector, via cyclic permutations of its
x, y, z components (see, e.g., Eq. (5.8) in Ref. [3]). Neverthe-
less, SOC results in strong exchange anisotropy: quadrupoles
are ferro-correlated, while the octupolar components sy are
coupled in an antiferro-fashion.

In bipartite (e.g., honeycomb) lattices, this anisotropic
Hamiltonian can conveniently be converted into an AF
Heisenberg form Jsi · s j , by changing the sign of the sx and
sz components on one of the sublattices; such hidden symme-
tries are common to spin-orbit pseudospin-1/2 Hamiltonians
[3,39,40]. After this transformation, one observes an exact
degeneracy between quadrupole and octupolar orderings, with
the out-of-plane Goldstone mode representing a smooth ro-
tation from one type order to the other one at no energy
cost. Such exact degeneracy and coherent mixture of different

(even/odd) rank order parameters and related gapless modes
is rather unusual, but have previously been discussed in the
context of t2g-orbital Hamiltonians, see Refs. [3,41] for de-
tails.

IV. PSEUDOSPIN ORDER: QUADRUPOLAR VERSUS
OCTUPOLAR STATES

In this section, we discuss the phase behavior and excita-
tions of the Eg pseudospin models on different lattices.

A. Simple cubic lattice

The two-orbital 180◦-exchange Hamiltonian (13) is ap-
plicable to perovskite lattices. As we already mentioned in
that section, we expect a two-sublattice quadrupolar order in
this case. This is conceptually similar to eg-orbital order in
3d systems; the only difference is that the Eg “orbitals” are
spin-orbit coupled objects. Like in the eg-orbital case, both
exchange and JT couplings will contribute to the quadrupolar
ordering, and they typically support each other. Formally, the
Hamiltonian (13), comprising an AF Heisenberg interaction
and an anisotropic compass-like terms is very similar to the
model studied in Ref. [32]. Thus, its excitation spectrum
should acquire a sizable gap due to the order-by-disorder
mechanism.

B. Honeycomb lattice

A honeycomb lattice is derived from the delafossite struc-
ture with edge-shared octahedra. In general, two different
channels are operative in this case: direct hopping td con-
sidered in Sec. III A, and indirect t superexchange via 90◦

bonding considered in Sec. III C. It is known that for pseu-
dospin J = 1/2 exchange in d5 compounds, there is also a
combination of these two processes (i.e., t times td terms)
resulting in the off-diagonal, so-called $ interaction [42].
Interestingly, such a crossterm is absent in the present Eg
problem. So, the full Hamiltonian in honeycomb or triangular
lattices is comprised of the bond-dependent τ model (10), and
the 90◦ exchange J interaction (15), which is also anisotropic,
but bond-independent:

H(γ )
i j = Jτ τiγ τ jγ + J

(
sy

i sy
j − sx

i sx
j − sz

i s
z
j

)
. (16)

Physically, both Jτ and J are positive, and their ratio
can be arbitrary. While the first term operates in the pure
quadrupolar (sz, sx ) sector, J coupling equally supports AF
octupolar and FM quadrupolar states. As noticed above, the
J interaction is actually dual to the AF Heisenberg model
(on bipartite lattices). A finite τ term breaks this symmetry
and selects the ordering type. Since the (sz, sx ) part of the
J term has a negative sign, a small admixture of positive
Jτ reduces the quadrupole interactions. As a result, two-
sublattice staggered order of octupole moments sy is favored
at J & Jτ . The ground state wave function is complex, ψA/B =
(|↑〉 ± i|↓〉)/

√
2, and has a cubic shape, see Fig. 2(c) of

Ref. [4].
In the opposite limit Jτ & J , it is obvious that sy octupole

order has to give way to ordering of the τ quadrupoles that
live in (sz, sx ) plane. The quadrupole order is TR invariant
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@
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A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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of pseudospin functions:

|↑〉γ = cos(φγ /2)|↑〉 + sin(φγ /2)|↓〉, (7)

|↓〉γ = − sin(φγ /2)|↑〉 + cos(φγ /2)|↓〉. (8)

Physically, τx (τy) and τ̄x (τ̄y) correspond to the quadrupolar
operators of 3x2 − r2 (3y2 − r2) and y2 − z2 (z2 − x2) sym-
metries, respectively. The notations τγ and τ̄γ are useful since
one may derive the exchange Hamiltonian H(γ ) for γ = z type
bonds in terms of (sz, sx ) pair, and then restore H(γ ) for all γ
by simply replacing sz → τγ and sx → τ̄γ . In perovskites with
180◦ bonding, the z-type bond is parallel to the octahedral z
axis; while in other cases, e.g., in a honeycomb lattice, the z-
type bond is orthogonal to the octahedral z axis (a convention
also used in the Kitaev model literature).

To derive pseudospin exchange interactions, one has to
project Kugel-Khomskii type spin-orbital Hamiltonians—
which are already known from previous works—onto the
low-energy Eg-doublet subspace. We note that conventional
eg-orbital exchange interactions operate in the quadrupolar
sector (sz, sx ) exclusively [2]. In contrast, we will see below
that the Eg “orbital” exchange may involve interactions be-
tween the octupole moments sy, as well; this is because the
Eg-pseudospin states are spin-orbit entangled objects. Com-
bined with the specific hopping geometry of t2g orbitals, this
results in a nontrivial structure of the Eg interactions. We con-
sider below some basic exchange processes, which commonly
appear in transition metal compounds.

III. PSEUDOSPIN EXCHANGE HAMILTONIANS

A. Single-orbital exchange: Direct t2g orbital overlap

We start with the simple case where one specific orbital is
active on a given nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange bond. Two
examples of single-orbital coupling are shown in Fig. 1(b):
direct dxy-orbital hopping on z-type bonds in the honeycomb
lattice, and dxy-orbital hopping in the ab plane of the DP lattice
[24]. In this case, we expect that the Eg exchange Hamiltonian
is similar to that for eg orbitals in ferromagnetic manganites.
Indeed, spin-orbit Eg and pure orbital eg states have the same
($3) symmetry properties. Moreover, the Kugel-Khomskii eg-
exchange process also involves a single-orbital, specific to a
given bond [2].

Neglecting Hund’s coupling effects in the intermediate
states, direct hopping −td (d†

xy,idxy, j + H.c.) gives the follow-
ing exchange Hamiltonian, written in terms of spin S = 1 and
orbital L = 1 moments of a d2 ion [26]:

H(c)
i j =

t2
d

U

[
(Si · S j + 1)L2

ziL
2
z j −L2

zi−L2
z j

]
. (9)

For the x (y) bonds where the dyz (dzx) orbital exchange is ac-
tive, Lz is replaced by Lx (Ly). Projection of this Hamiltonian
onto the Eg subspace results in

H(γ )
i j (d ) = Jτ τiγ τ jγ , (10)

with Jτ = 4
9

t2
d

U , and τγ given by Eq. (5). This interaction has
the same structure as the Kugel-Khomskii eg-orbital Hamilto-
nian, but with the reduced exchange constant due to a small
fraction of the active orbital (e.g., dxy for the z bond) in

the two-electron Eg wave function. Representative values of
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j
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Operators O(x) and O(y) for x and y bonds follow from cubic
permutations among Lx, Ly, Lz.

A projection of the above Hamiltonian onto the Eg sub-
space gives
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with the exchange constant J = 2
3

t2

U . In this equation, the
Heisenberg term gives an equal coupling in quadrupolar
(sx, sz ) and octupolar sy sectors. This term is not present in the
Kugel-Khomskii eg-orbital Hamiltonian, but is realized here
because the Eg orbitals have a complex internal structure, and
they are made of t2g orbitals with hopping rules different from
those for eg orbitals.

The second bond-dependent τγ term in Eq. (13) is a direct
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tations in this term exactly coincide with the bond directions,
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
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(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:
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(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
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(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators
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lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =
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2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
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threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz
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j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz
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γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
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trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
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2; thus, its charge density is
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the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.
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lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =
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2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√
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threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz
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j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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of pseudospin functions:

|↑〉γ = cos(φγ /2)|↑〉 + sin(φγ /2)|↓〉, (7)

|↓〉γ = − sin(φγ /2)|↑〉 + cos(φγ /2)|↓〉. (8)

Physically, τx (τy) and τ̄x (τ̄y) correspond to the quadrupolar
operators of 3x2 − r2 (3y2 − r2) and y2 − z2 (z2 − x2) sym-
metries, respectively. The notations τγ and τ̄γ are useful since
one may derive the exchange Hamiltonian H(γ ) for γ = z type
bonds in terms of (sz, sx ) pair, and then restore H(γ ) for all γ
by simply replacing sz → τγ and sx → τ̄γ . In perovskites with
180◦ bonding, the z-type bond is parallel to the octahedral z
axis; while in other cases, e.g., in a honeycomb lattice, the z-
type bond is orthogonal to the octahedral z axis (a convention
also used in the Kitaev model literature).

To derive pseudospin exchange interactions, one has to
project Kugel-Khomskii type spin-orbital Hamiltonians—
which are already known from previous works—onto the
low-energy Eg-doublet subspace. We note that conventional
eg-orbital exchange interactions operate in the quadrupolar
sector (sz, sx ) exclusively [2]. In contrast, we will see below
that the Eg “orbital” exchange may involve interactions be-
tween the octupole moments sy, as well; this is because the
Eg-pseudospin states are spin-orbit entangled objects. Com-
bined with the specific hopping geometry of t2g orbitals, this
results in a nontrivial structure of the Eg interactions. We con-
sider below some basic exchange processes, which commonly
appear in transition metal compounds.

III. PSEUDOSPIN EXCHANGE HAMILTONIANS

A. Single-orbital exchange: Direct t2g orbital overlap

We start with the simple case where one specific orbital is
active on a given nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange bond. Two
examples of single-orbital coupling are shown in Fig. 1(b):
direct dxy-orbital hopping on z-type bonds in the honeycomb
lattice, and dxy-orbital hopping in the ab plane of the DP lattice
[24]. In this case, we expect that the Eg exchange Hamiltonian
is similar to that for eg orbitals in ferromagnetic manganites.
Indeed, spin-orbit Eg and pure orbital eg states have the same
($3) symmetry properties. Moreover, the Kugel-Khomskii eg-
exchange process also involves a single-orbital, specific to a
given bond [2].

Neglecting Hund’s coupling effects in the intermediate
states, direct hopping −td (d†

xy,idxy, j + H.c.) gives the follow-
ing exchange Hamiltonian, written in terms of spin S = 1 and
orbital L = 1 moments of a d2 ion [26]:

H(c)
i j =

t2
d

U

[
(Si · S j + 1)L2

ziL
2
z j −L2

zi−L2
z j

]
. (9)

For the x (y) bonds where the dyz (dzx) orbital exchange is ac-
tive, Lz is replaced by Lx (Ly). Projection of this Hamiltonian
onto the Eg subspace results in

H(γ )
i j (d ) = Jτ τiγ τ jγ , (10)

with Jτ = 4
9

t2
d

U , and τγ given by Eq. (5). This interaction has
the same structure as the Kugel-Khomskii eg-orbital Hamilto-
nian, but with the reduced exchange constant due to a small
fraction of the active orbital (e.g., dxy for the z bond) in

the two-electron Eg wave function. Representative values of
td ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 eV and U ∼ 2 eV would give an energy scale
of Jτ ∼ 2 − 9 meV (the lower end is appropriate for DP lattice
where d-ions are well separated and thus hopping td is small).

We note that there is a subtle difference between Eq. (10)
and the Kugel-Khomskii eg exchange in perovskites [2]. In
the latter, the active eg orbital (say 3z2 − r2 on z bond)
is quasi-one dimensional and bond-oriented, thus enforcing
pseudospins τγ to be aligned along the interacting γ -bond
directions (hence the name “pseudodipolar” or ”compass”
model [2]). In contrast, the τγ quadrupoles in Eq. (10) try to
avoid the bond directions; e.g., for z-type bond we have sz

i s
z
j

coupling but with the Ising sz axis being perpendicular to the
z-bond direction. Physically, the pseudospin orientation spec-
ifies the shape of the quadrupolar charge distribution and can
be probed in the experiment. Formally however, the two mod-
els can be converted into each other by a 90◦ rotation within
the (sx, sz) quadrupolar plane [i.e., replacing τ in Eq. (10)
by τ̄ ]. This point has to be kept in mind while comparing
the present τ model results with those in canonical compass
model studies [27–31].

The bond-dependent nature of the interactions in Eq. (10)
brings about frustration effects intrinsic to Kugel-Khomskii
type spin-orbital models [2] and their descendants [3,31].
Typically, this frustration is resolved by order-from-disorder
mechanism, see, e.g., Refs. [32–34].

B. Two-orbital superexchange: 180◦ bonding geometry

This case is typical for a metal-oxygen-metal (Me-O-
Me) superexchange process in perovskites, see Fig. 1(c). On
the z-type bond, two orbitals a = dyz and b = dzx equally
contribute, and hopping is orbital-conserving: −t (a†

iσ a jσ +
b†

iσ b jσ ). The spin-orbital Hamiltonian (at JH = 0) reads as
[35]

H(γ )
i j = t2

U

[
(Si · Sj + 1)O(γ )

i j +
(
Lγ

i

)2 +
(
Lγ

j

)2]
, (11)

where orbital operator for z type bond reads as

O(z)
i j =

(
Lx

i Lx
j

)2 +
(
Ly

i Ly
j

)2 + Lx
i Ly

i Ly
jL

x
j + Ly

i Lx
i Lx

j L
y
j . (12)

Operators O(x) and O(y) for x and y bonds follow from cubic
permutations among Lx, Ly, Lz.

A projection of the above Hamiltonian onto the Eg sub-
space gives

H(γ )
i j (180◦) = J

[
si · s j + 2

3τiγ τ jγ
]
, (13)

with the exchange constant J = 2
3

t2

U . In this equation, the
Heisenberg term gives an equal coupling in quadrupolar
(sx, sz ) and octupolar sy sectors. This term is not present in the
Kugel-Khomskii eg-orbital Hamiltonian, but is realized here
because the Eg orbitals have a complex internal structure, and
they are made of t2g orbitals with hopping rules different from
those for eg orbitals.

The second bond-dependent τγ term in Eq. (13) is a direct
analog of the Kugel-Khomskii eg-orbital exchange. It operates
only in the quadrupolar channel, thus disfavoring octupolar
correlations. It is important to note that the easy axis orien-
tations in this term exactly coincide with the bond directions,
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6
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2J2

z − J2
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)
, (3)

O2 = 1
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√
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)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators
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have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1
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2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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reformulated in terms of total angular momentum J of the
lowest multiplet level, as is usually done in 4 f electron sys-
tems. This leads to a number of important consequences. First,
the JT-orbital order is “converted” into quadrupole order of
J moments, involving also the spin sector, which was ini-
tially “blind” to JT physics. Effective JT coupling is typically
reduced, due to a partial suppression of the initial orbital
degeneracy. Second, exchange interactions between effective
J moments (“pseudospins”) may become highly anisotropic
and bond-directional; this is due to the nonspherical shape
of the spin-orbit entangled wave functions. Third, pseudospin
states may carry not only dipole or quadrupole moments, but
also higher-rank multipoles such as a magnetic octupole.

The physical content of pseudospin wave functions is de-
cided by a filling factor n of d-orbital levels. In combination
with the lattice and chemical bonding geometry in a given
material, this leads to a variety of nontrivial interactions and
ground states among different dn compounds. This includes
a possible realization of Kitaev spin-liquids, excitonic mag-
netism, and multipole orders (for a recent review, see Ref. [4]).

In this paper, we focus on spin-orbital physics in com-
pounds based on d2 ions. The d2 configuration with two-
electron spin S = 1 and effective orbital moment L = 1 is
special, because its total angular momentum J = 2 is isomor-
phic (in terms of the degeneracy and symmetry properties)
to a single d-electron orbital moment l = 2 [4]. This for-
mal analogy has interesting implications for the symmetry
and physical properties of d2 ions. Namely, in a cubic en-
vironment, a J = 2 level has to split into Eg doublet and
T2g triplet levels by an energy !c [see Fig. 1(a)], just like
the d-electron l = 2 level splits into eg and t2g-orbital levels
by a cubic crystal field [5]. While the T2g triplet hosts an
effective angular momentum J̃ = 1 (with a familiar relation
J̃ = −J) [6], the non-Kramers Eg doublet is similar to an
eg-orbital doublet, which carriers no dipole but the quadrupole
and octupole moments instead [7–10]. This implies that d2

ions with non-Kramers Eg ground states may show high-rank
multipole orders, similar to rare-earth f 2 non-Kramers "3 ions
[11]. We note that while the non-Kramers doublets d2(Eg),
d1(eg), and f 2("3) share the same symmetry, their “internal”
structure and hence physical properties (e.g., exchange inter-
actions and orderings) are different, as we will see below. As
the cubic splitting !c increases with the strength of SOC,
the spin-orbital entangled Eg multipoles are most protected
and realized in materials based on heavy, especially 5d2,
transition-metal ions.

Experimentally, a single phase transition around 30–
50 K is observed in 5d2 double perovskite (DP) compounds
[12–15]. This is very different from 5d1 Kramers ion DPs,
which show two separate transitions [16–19], corresponding
to quadrupole (structural) and dipole orders of J = 3/2 states
[20,21]. Having a single transition is natural for pseudospin-
1/2 doublet systems, and this clearly points to the Eg doublet
physics in 5d2 DPs. However, the precise nature of this tran-
sition is not yet fully established. The structural changes at
this transition, if any, are found to be below 0.1% [12]. While
no magnetic Bragg peaks were seen in neutron diffraction
data, time-reversal (TR) symmetry breaking is detected by
muon spin relaxation. To reconcile these observations, a ferro-
type octupolar order of the Eg doublets has been proposed
[12,22,23].

FIG. 1. (a) Cubic splitting !c of the J = 2 level, and the spatial
shapes of Eg-doublet wave functions (see also Fig. 2 of Ref. [4]).
Right panel shows the pseudospin (sx, sy, sz) coordinate axes with
respect to oxygen octahedra. (b) Direct hopping between xy orbitals
in honeycomb (left) and double perovskite (right) lattices, result-
ing in bond-dependent pseudospin τ interactions Eq. (10) between
spin-orbit entangled Eg states. (c) Two-orbital superexchange via
180◦ Me-O-Me bonding geometry. Hopping is orbital conserving:
xz ↔ xz and yz ↔ yz. This process results in pseudospin interac-
tions Eq. (13), comprising isotropic Heisenberg and bond-dependent
compass-type couplings. (d) Two-orbital superexchange via 90◦

bonding geometry. Hopping interchanges the orbital labels: xz ↔ yz.
This process leads to the interactions Eq. (15), which are anisotropic
in pseudospin space but have no bond dependence.

The octupole is a third-rank magnetic multipole, which car-
ries no dipole moment, and its long-range order is observed in
rare-earth compounds (see Ref. [11] for a review of multipole
orders). The possibility of octupolar order in d-electron sys-
tems is intriguing. It is actually quite unexpected because an
Eg doublet is subject to JT physics: its partners have different
charge density shapes (planar and elongated), see Fig. 1(a).
Therefore, a conventional quadrupole order like in eg-orbital
systems [2] is the most natural instability to expect in the
first place. To realize the octupolar order, exchange interac-
tions between the octupole moments must be strong enough
to overcome the quadrupolar interactions contributed by the
Kugel-Khomskii exchange and orbital-lattice JT couplings.

Early theoretical work [24] on d2 DP systems with strong
SOC assumed that cubic splitting of the J = 2 level !c is
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators
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, (3)
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2
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have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz
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i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz
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γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
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trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
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threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz
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j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
sz

i s
z
j − sx

i sx
j

)
− sin φγ

(
sz

i s
x
j + sx

i sz
j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
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end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
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of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:
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(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
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(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators
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have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.
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(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
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trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
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2; thus, its charge density is
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the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.
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threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz
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j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
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extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
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(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
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spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
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to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):
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& = 1 − 2
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J̄ = 1
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&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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Realizing quantum spin liquid phases in spin-orbit driven correlated materials
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
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and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.
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electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
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�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:
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and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a
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along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
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and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
X

�2x,y,z

H
�
, (1)

where

H
z =

X

hiji2z�bond

[KzS
z
i S

z
j + �z(S

x
i S

y
j + S

y
i S

x
j )] (2)

and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
X

�2x,y,z

H
�
, (1)

where

H
z =

X

hiji2z�bond

[KzS
z
i S

z
j + �z(S

x
i S

y
j + S

y
i S

x
j )] (2)

and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
X

�2x,y,z

H
�
, (1)

where

H
z =

X

hiji2z�bond

[KzS
z
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z
j + �z(S

x
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y
j + S

y
i S

x
j )] (2)

and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:
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and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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The spin liquid phase is one of the prominent strongly interacting topological phases of matter whose
unambiguous confirmation is yet to be reached despite intensive experimental e↵orts on numerous
candidate materials. The challenge is derived from the di�culty of formulating realistic theoretical
models for these materials and interpreting the corresponding experimental data. Here we study a
theoretical model with bond-dependent interactions, directly motivated by recent experiments on
two-dimensional correlated materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. We show numerical evidence
for the existence of an extended family of quantum spin liquids, which are possibly connected to the
Kitaev spin liquid state. These results are used to provide an explanation of the scattering continuum
seen in neutron scattering on ↵-RuCl3. Implications of these results to three-dimensional materials
such as hyperhoneycomb iridate, �-Li2IrO3, are also discussed.

Introduction — The role of strong interaction between
electrons in the emergence of topological phases of mat-
ter, where both theoretical and experimental understand-
ing is far from complete compared to weakly interacting
systems, has recently been a topic of intensive research.
The archetypal example of a topological phase with strong
electron interaction is the quantum spin liquid1, in which
the elementary excitations are charge-neutral fractional-
ized particles. While a lot of progress has been made on
the theoretical understanding of the quantum spin liquid
phase, its direct experimental confirmation has remained
elusive despite various studies on a number of candidate
materials2–6. Significant progress, however, has recently
been made due to the availabilty of a new class of corre-
lated materials, where strong spin-orbit coupling leads to
various bond-dependent spin interactions7–9. These mate-
rials are Mott insulators with 4d and 5d transition metal
elements, which include iridates and ruthenates with two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice10,11 and three-dimensional
variants12,13.

Magnetic frustration in these new systems arises from
bond-dependent interactions7,14–18 rather than relying on
the geometric frustration of the underlying lattice struc-
ture used in earlier approaches. These materials are of
great interest because they may intrinsically generate the
Kitaev interaction which, in the absence of other interac-
tions, would lead to a material realization of an exactly
solvable model for the quantum spin liquid phase19. This
raises the question for the stability of the Kitaev spin liq-
uid against other perturbations always present in a real
material. In some known models, the Kitaev spin liquid
phase is stable only for su�ciently small magnitudes of
other interactions14,20–24, making its experimental realiza-
tion a challenging endeavor.

In this work, we analyze a theoretical model that may
host an extended family of quantum spin liquid phases
and make connections to recent experiments on a num-
ber of 4d and 5d transition metal oxide materials. We
consider the following nearest-neighbor (n.n.) model on a

two-dimensional honeycomb lattice:

H =
X

�2x,y,z
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, (1)

where
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hiji2z�bond
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and H
x,y are defined similarly with corresponding Kx,y

and �x,y. Each H
� represents the n.n spin interactions

along one of the three bond directions, � = x, y, z. The
model is parameterized by Kz = �(1 + 2a) cos�, Kx,y =
�(1 � a) cos�, �x,y,z = sin�, with a characterizing bond
anisotropy. When � = 0,⇡ (i.e. �� = 0), this model re-
duces to the exactly solvable Kitaev model with a quantum
spin liquid ground state. Moreover, a recent analysis in the
� = ⇡/2 limit (i.e. K� = 0) revealed a macroscopically de-
generate ground state in the classical model25.

The above model is directly motivated by experiments
on ↵-RuCl3 (RuCl3) and earlier ab initio computations. In
RuCl3, Ru3+ ions carry a spin-orbit entangled pseudospin-
1/2 degree of freedom and sit on a two-dimensional hon-
eycomb lattice. Ab initio computations suggest that the
dominant spin exchange interactions are given by K� < 0
and �� > 0 with comparable magnitude as well as a non-
negligible 3rd n.n. antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interac-
tion J3 > 026–29. In addition, it was found that both K�

and �� are slightly anisotropic and that J3 may promote
the zig-zag magnetic order observed experimentally27,28.
On the other hand, a recent inelastic neutron scattering
experiment observed finite energy scattering continua rem-
iniscent of the excitation spectra in quantum spin liquid
phases, both above and below the magnetic ordering tran-
sition temperature, potentially indicating proximity to a
quantum spin liquid phase30. While this interpretation is
natural, it is not obvious what kind of quantum spin liquid
may be nearby given that the relevant microscopic model
is far from the ideal Kitaev limit.

Here we take the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) as the mini-
mal model for the putative quantum spin liquid phase and
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In this model: Kitaev limit   Jxy = Jz = A = B
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The overlap of our peaks and the literature phase diagram boundaries is remarkably close, 

which should not be surprising once one knows they can map to it under the                   

transformation . The matching is done with formula found in the next page.
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
sz
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j

)
− sin φγ
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sz

i s
x
j + sx

i sz
j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
sz

i s
z
j − sx

i sx
j

)
− sin φγ

(
sz

i s
x
j + sx

i sz
j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz
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j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
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j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
sz

i s
z
j − sx

i sx
j

)
− sin φγ

(
sz

i s
x
j + sx

i sz
j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
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j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz
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j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:

H(γ )
i j = (1 − λ)

(
sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j

)
+ λsy

i sy
j

+ cos φγ

(
sz

i s
z
j − sx

i sx
j

)
− sin φγ

(
sz

i s
x
j + sx

i sz
j

)
. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
|↓〉 states.

Interestingly, the transition point and quadrupole order
pattern that replaces octupole order can be obtained from
symmetry considerations alone, by virtue of the duality trans-
formations in pseudospin honeycomb models [40]. To this
end, we use the explicit form of τγ given in Eq. (5) and rewrite
Eq. (16) as follows:
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. (17)

Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
not shown. This equation has exactly the same structure as the
extended Kitaev model, written in the hexagonal coordinate
frame [40]. Simple relabeling of the spin axes (x, y, z) ↔
(Y, Z, X ), and a term-by-term comparison of Eq. (17) with
Eq. (A1) of Ref. [40] gives the following correspondence:
JXY = 1 − λ, JZ = λ, A = 1, and B = 0. (We note that B term
of Ref. [40] couples in-plane and out-of-plane components of
spins; for the present Eg problem, finite B would imply lin-
ear quadrupole-octupole coupling, which is forbidden by TR
symmetry). Next, we use the relations (A2–A5) of Ref. [40]
to obtain the parameters K , &, J̄ , and &′, which define the
extended Kitaev model in the octahedral axes frame [42] (we
use J̄ to avoid confusion with J in our models):

K = 1, (18)

& = 1 − 2
3 (1 − λ), (19)

J̄ = 1
3 (1 − λ), (20)

&′ = − 2
3 (1 − λ). (21)

So far, we have shown that Eqs. (16) and (17) correspond to
the extended Kitaev model at the specific parameter set. The
virtue of this mapping is that at λ = 2J/Jτ = 1, we see that
J̄ = &′ = 0. Thus, at this point, the model is isomorphic to
the K = & = 1 model, which in turn, is dual to the isotropic
Heisenberg model, see Table I of Ref. [40]. This leads to a
remarkable observation that at Jτ = 2J , the highly anisotropic
Hamiltonian (16) is dual to the effective FM Heisenberg
model H̃i j = −J s̃i · s̃ j . The duality transformation involves
a six-sublattice rotation matrix T6 [40], which converts in-
plane FM order of effective spins s̃ into a vortex pattern of
sz and sx moments in our model. This quadrupole order is
shown in Fig. 2(a) (cf. Fig. 2(e) of Ref. [40]). On the other
hand, out-of-plane FM order of s̃ corresponds to octupolar
AF order of sy moments already discussed above. Being dual
to the eigenstates of a hidden FM Heisenberg model, these
vortex and AF states are “fluctuation free”, and low-energy
excitations are magnons with a quadratic dispersion.

The exact degeneracy of these two states is lifted as soon as
λ deviates from its critical value 1. From Eq. (17), we see that
the corrections to the SU(2) point Hamiltonian H(λ = 1) read
as (1 − λ)(sz

i s
z
j + sx

i sx
j − sy

i sy
j ). This term acts as an easy-plane

FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
comb lattice as a function of λ = 2J/Jτ . There are two states,
separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
symmetric point λ = 1. Left and right insets show the ordered
patterns of the vortex-type quadrupole and AF-octupole phases,
respectively. (b) Quantum zero-point energy δE as a function of or-
dered moment orientation ϕ within the honeycomb plane, calculated
at λ = 0.5. A ground-state pattern with ϕ = π/6 is shown in panel
(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
parameter length 2〈s〉 near the transition point, where the model is
dual to a fluctuation free Heisenberg FM.

or easy-axis anisotropy, selecting quadrupolar vortex order if
1 − λ > 0, and sy octupolar AF order if 1 − λ < 0. It also
opens a finite gap in magnon spectra.

The symmetry-based considerations above are confirmed
by numerical studies. Figure 2(a) shows the phase diagram of
Hamiltonian (17), obtained by classical theory and exact diag-
onalization on a C3 symmetric 24-site cluster. The first-order
transition between the vortex-quadrupole and AF-octupole
phases occurs at λ = 1. Across the spin-flop transition, the
in-plane quadrupole moments (black arrows) flip to the out-
of-plane octupole moments (red arrows). We investigated the
quantum effects using linear spin wave theory (LSWT). In the
quadrupole phase, the zero-point magnon energy δE depends
on the vortex pattern orientation [specified by the angle ϕ
in Fig. 2(a)]. The state with ϕ = π/6 has the lowest energy,
see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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(i.e., the condensate wave function is real) but breaks cubic
symmetry. The transition is of a spin-flop type: spins flop from
the [111] direction into the honeycomb plane. In terms of the
condensate wave function, this corresponds to the phase-jump
from π/2 to 0 in the relative phase factor eiφ between |↑〉 and
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Here, λ = 2J/Jτ , and the overall energy scale equal to Jτ/2 is
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FIG. 2. (a) Phase diagram of the Hamiltonian (17) on honey-
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separated by a first-order spin-flop transition at the hidden SU(2)
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(a) left. (c) The in-plane ()‖) and out-of-plane ()⊥) magnon gaps in
the vortex-quadrupole phase, and the magnon gap ()) in the uniaxial
AF-octupole ordered state. Dashed line shows the pseudospin order
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see Fig. 2(b). Note that the pinning potential is extremely
weak, so the spins are almost free to rotate (globally) within
a quadrupolar plane. This implies the presence of low-energy
quadrupole moment fluctuations.

The calculated magnon gaps are presented in Fig. 2(c)
near the spin-flop transition area (λ ∼ 1). In the planar-type
quadrupole phase, there are two different gaps, )⊥ and )‖,
associated with the out-of-plane and in-plane magnon modes.
The out-of-plane gap is finite already within LSWT, and pro-
portional to the deviation from the hidden FM SU(2) point:
)⊥ ∝ (1 − λ). The in-plane gap, on the other hand, is zero
within LSWT because the classical energy of the vortex
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
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of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
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do not change the allowed interactions,
but ratio between Jq and Jo is no longer limited
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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where c†
m�

creates an electron with orbital m and spin
S=1/2 denoted by � = ±. U and U 0(= U � 2JH)
are intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb interactions respec-
tively, JH is Hund’s coupling, L(=

P
i
li) and S(=

P
i
si)

are total orbital angular and spin momentum respec-
tively, and SOC � = ⇠

2S where ⇠ is single-particle SOC,
i.e,

P
i
⇠ li · si[19].

The energy hierarchy we will be considering for the
above parameters is �, U > ⇠, JH (see Fig. 1 in Ref.
[18]). When Hint is projected onto the t2g subspace and
restricted to the n = 2 sector, we find a J = 2 ground
state for an isolated Os atom. As shown in Ref. [27–29],
taking into account the eg orbitals, spin-orbit coupling
mixes the t2g and eg orbitals, which splits the J = 2
ground state into a non-Kramers Eg doublet and an ex-
cited triplet. We use the notation Eg to distinguish it
from eg-orbitals, dx2�y2 and d3z2�r2 . The splitting be-
tween the Eg doublet and excited triplet is described by
the cubic crystal field Hamiltonian given by

H�c = �c

�
O0

4 + 5O4
4

�
, (2)

where O0
4 and O4

4 are Steven’s operators [28, 29]. The
resulting non-Kramers doublet using |Jzi states is given
by

|"i = 1p
2
(|�2i+ |2i) ,

|#i = |0i . (3)

|"i and |#i are introduced to represent the Eg wavefunc-
tions. Since they are either an equal mixture of |Jz = ±2i
or |Jz = 0i, they do not carry a dipole moment, and thus
should be di↵erentiated from pure spin � = ± in Eq. 1.

Expressing them in terms of total spin and orbital an-
gular momentum states, |Lz, Szi is useful, because one
can notice |#i is elongated in the octahedral z direction
whereas |"i is more flattened in the xy plane (see Fig.
1 in Ref. [18]); these vastly di↵erent shapes give rise to
interesting features in the e↵ective psuedo-spin model.

|"i = 1p
2
(|1, 1i+ |�1,�1i) ,

|#i = 1p
6
(|1,�1i+ 2 |0, 0i+ |�1, 1i) . (4)

Furthermore, we note that the quadrupole (Qx2�y2 =
J2
x
� J2

y
and Q3z2 =

�
3J2

z
� J2

�
/
p
3 [20]) operators and

octupole operator (Txyz =
p
15
6 JxJyJz [20]) form the

Pauli matrices of pseudospin-1/2 operators:

sx ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Qx2�y2 ,

sy ⌘ 1

6
p
5
Txyz,

sz ⌘ 1

4
p
3
Q3z2 , (5)

where sx acting on the pseudo-spin state follows how
Pauli matrices typically act on pure spin- 12 states. For

example, sx |"i = 1
2 |#i and sx |#i = 1

2 |"i. It is important
to note that this pseudospin coordinate system is defined
in such a way that sy is along the body-diagonal of the
FCC lattice, i.e., [111]-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). Thus the
quadrupolar moments lie within the [111]-plane while the
octupolar moment is perpendicular to this plane and par-
allel to [111]-axis.

B. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Double-perovskites are a fascinating and rich family
of materials exhibiting a variety of magnetic proper-
ties [20, 30–38]. They have the general chemical form
A2BB0O6 where A belongs to the family of rare-earth el-
ements or alkaline earth metals, B/B0 typically belong to
the transition metals and O is oxygen. The A atoms ex-
ist between the B and B0 layers and form a cubic lattice,
and the oxygens form an octahedral cage around each B
and B0 atom as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In an ideal double perovskites, the B and B0 atoms

form a pair of interlocking FCC sublattices which can
also be viewed as stacked checkerboards of B/B0 atoms.
This provides a natural route to geometric frustration
and can lead to important consequences on the observed
phases. For Ba2BOsO6 with B = Ca, Mg, Cd, B atoms
are non-magnetic leading to a FCC lattice of d2 doublets.
In this subsection, we present the tight-binding Hamil-

tonian which will be used as a perturbation in the strong
coupling expansion later on. The n.n. tight-binding
Hamiltonian between two Os sites on the z-bond is given
by

tij =

cj,xy cj,xz cj,yz0

@

1

A
c†
i,xy

t3 t4 t4
c†
i,xz

t4 t1 t2
c†
i,yz

t4 t2 t1

(6)

where ti 2 R. The C2 axis along the [110] direction,
inversion symmetry about the bond center, and time-
reversal symmetry have all been used to restrict the form
of this Hamiltonian[10]. This bond will be referred to
as a z-bond since t3 is the largest hopping integral and
describes the e↵ective overlap of dxy orbitals on n.n. B0

sites as displayed in Fig. 1(b). Under trigonal distortions
along the [111] direction (or other distortions where the
C2 axis along the bond direction is broken), t4 will be
finite. However, for DPs of interest maintain the C2

axis along the bond direction which forces t4 = 0 due
to the symmetry. A representative hopping integral of ti
(i = 1 � 4) on x, y and z-bonds is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Note that t2 between dxz and dyz on z-bond is the hop-
ping between dxy and dyz on the y-bond, indicating the
bond-dependence of orbital overlaps which in turn leads
to bond-dependent pseudospin exchange interactions as
presented below.
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
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have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
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2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
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j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1ARyoz42giiCOJK0dpCOw2ZNK3RZGZIMuJ0mC9y46/oQlARt36GmXEWvg4knHPuvST3eCFnStv2szU0PDI6Nj4xWZqanpmdK88vXKggkoTWScAD2fSwopz5tK6Z5rQZSoqFx2nDuz7I6o0bKhUL/HMdh9QVuO+zHiNYGwuVD49Qwq7STruPhcBwFx6j5DZOYfUMsc4tPENX5l6DmYpzFa8aeYwGuTXIrQFE5Ypds3PAv8QpSAUUOEHlx3Y3IJGgviYcK9Vy7FC7CZaaEU7TUjtSNMTkGvdpy1AfC6rcJF83hSvG6cJeIM3xNczd7xMJFkrFwjOdAutL9buWmf/VWpHu7bgJ88NIU598PdSLONQBzLKDXSYp0Tw2BBPJzF8hucQSE20SLpkQnN8r/yUX6zVnq7Z5ulHZ2y/imABLYBlUgQO2wR44AiegDgi4Aw/gBbxa99aT9Wa9f7UOWcXMIvgB6+MTiCqmXg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:
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Our model:
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">AAACWXicdVHJTsMwFHTCVspW4MjFokJqhagSxHZkuXAElRakJkSO67QG24nsF0RU8ZMckBC/wgF3OQCFJ9maNzNPtsdxJrgBz3t33JnZufmF0mJ5aXllda2yvtE2aa4pa9FUpPouJoYJrlgLOAh2l2lGZCzYbfx4MdRvn5g2PFU3UGQslKSneMIpAUtFlWwXn+FAsAQ6OKCpqQVZn0dBj0hJ6rjWjPj9M25GD3bfw8OuGHVF3baB4epff4F3v/mf6zjQvNeHMKpUvYY3KjwN/AmookldRZXXoJvSXDIFVBBjOr6XQTggGjgV7KUc5IZlhD6SHutYqIhkJhyMknnBO5bp4iTVdinAI/b7xIBIYwoZW6ck0De/tSH5l9bJITkJB1xlOTBFxwclucCQ4mHMuMs1oyAKCwjV3N4V0z7RhIL9jLINwf/95GnQ3m/4R43D64Pq6fkkjhLaQtuohnx0jE7RJbpCLUTRG/p05px558N13JJbHltdZzKziX6Uu/kFJp6wFg==</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">AAACbHicdVFNbxMxEPUuHy3hoylwAFVIIyJQItRot6qAY1UuiFORSFspDqtZx5uY2t6VPYuSrnLiH3LjJ/TCb8BJIwEtjGTrzZt5mvFzXmnlKUl+RPGNm7dub2zead29d//BVnv74bEvayfkQJS6dKc5eqmVlQNSpOVp5SSaXMuT/Ozdsn7yVTqvSvuJ5pUcGZxYVSiBFKis/Q1eAS8ciuZDxgnrRbO3AK5lQV3govRdXk1VxidoDPag6zP1+Rx89iXcu7DMZqtsBj0IBPfK/lcxC6N+K86Dgjs1mVIva3eSfrIKuA7SNeiwdRxl7e98XIraSEtCo/fDNKlo1KAjJbRctHjtZYXiDCdyGKBFI/2oWZm1gBeBGUNRunAswYr9U9Gg8X5u8tBpkKb+am1J/qs2rKl4O2qUrWqSVlwOKmoNVMLSeRgrJwXpeQAonAq7gphisJ7C/7SCCenVJ18Hx3v99HU//bjfOThc27HJdthz1mUpe8MO2Ht2xAZMsItoK3oSPY1+xo/jnfjZZWscrTWP2F8Rv/wFN8+3Fg==</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">AAACWXicdVHJTsMwFHTCVspW4MjFokJqhagSxHZkuXAElRakJkSO67QG24nsF0RU8ZMckBC/wgF3OQCFJ9maNzNPtsdxJrgBz3t33JnZufmF0mJ5aXllda2yvtE2aa4pa9FUpPouJoYJrlgLOAh2l2lGZCzYbfx4MdRvn5g2PFU3UGQslKSneMIpAUtFlWwXn+FAsAQ6OKCpqQVZn0dBj0hJ6rjWjPj9M25GD3bfw8OuGHVF3baB4epff4F3v/mf6zjQvNeHMKpUvYY3KjwN/AmookldRZXXoJvSXDIFVBBjOr6XQTggGjgV7KUc5IZlhD6SHutYqIhkJhyMknnBO5bp4iTVdinAI/b7xIBIYwoZW6ck0De/tSH5l9bJITkJB1xlOTBFxwclucCQ4mHMuMs1oyAKCwjV3N4V0z7RhIL9jLINwf/95GnQ3m/4R43D64Pq6fkkjhLaQtuohnx0jE7RJbpCLUTRG/p05px558N13JJbHltdZzKziX6Uu/kFJp6wFg==</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">AAACT3icbVFNT9wwEHUWWmD7taVHLiNWlRYhrRJUlV4qofaCOFGpC0ibJZp4nV2DnaT2pCKN8g97KTf+Ri89UCG8aQ58dCRbb957I9vPca6kJd+/8jpLy0+erqyudZ89f/HyVe/1+pHNCsPFiGcqMycxWqFkKkYkSYmT3AjUsRLH8fnnhX78XRgrs/QrlbmYaJylMpEcyVFRL9mPKnlWn4Yz1BoBPgKESiQ0gDAxyKuDKCQs6mqnhm04iL5BaORsTlswsJE8/QE2OnP7Niy6i6a72GqcWUOVDVVC1Ov7Q78peAyCFvRZW4dR7zKcZrzQIiWu0Npx4Oc0qdCQ5ErU3bCwIkd+jjMxdjBFLeykavKo4a1jppBkxq2UoGHvTlSorS117JwaaW4fagvyf9q4oOTDpJJpXpBI+b+DkkIBZbAIF6bSCE6qdAC5ke6uwOfociT3BV0XQvDwyY/B0c4weD8Mvrzr731q41hlG2yTDVjAdtke22eHbMQ4+8l+s2v21/vl/fFuOq2147XgDbtXnbVbOc6xCQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">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</latexit>
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  Compare the two

 Compass model:

missing B term :  couple between quadrupole and octupole

<latexit sha1_base64="r2TZ6BdysEsYXqxLNJXEnBDCQj0=">AAACT3icbVFNT9wwEHUWWmD7taVHLiNWlRYhrRJUlV4qofaCOFGpC0ibJZp4nV2DnaT2pCKN8g97KTf+Ri89UCG8aQ58dCRbb957I9vPca6kJd+/8jpLy0+erqyudZ89f/HyVe/1+pHNCsPFiGcqMycxWqFkKkYkSYmT3AjUsRLH8fnnhX78XRgrs/QrlbmYaJylMpEcyVFRL9mPKnlWn4Yz1BoBPgKESiQ0gDAxyKuDKCQs6mqnhm04iL5BaORsTlswsJE8/QE2OnP7Niy6i6a72GqcWUOVDVVC1Ov7Q78peAyCFvRZW4dR7zKcZrzQIiWu0Npx4Oc0qdCQ5ErU3bCwIkd+jjMxdjBFLeykavKo4a1jppBkxq2UoGHvTlSorS117JwaaW4fagvyf9q4oOTDpJJpXpBI+b+DkkIBZbAIF6bSCE6qdAC5ke6uwOfociT3BV0XQvDwyY/B0c4weD8Mvrzr731q41hlG2yTDVjAdtke22eHbMQ4+8l+s2v21/vl/fFuOq2147XgDbtXnbVbOc6xCQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3sMoAwDEEDRKu6kDnHCEz7RmmEQ=">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</latexit>
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Our model:

<latexit sha1_base64="pjMTPqrEXT4AikwZaYavyU+2XdQ=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LPdy78LnBKgSD79b7LB/CdmG74s=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="OXZEEaAdiq7a3ZYwhkACtRVx79Q=">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</latexit>
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∼ 10 meV

missing B term :  couple between quadrupole and octupole

Kitaev model via magnetic field



∼ 10 meV

missing B term :  couple between quadrupole and octupole

HZ = gJμBJ ⋅ h

h± = hx + ihy

along [111]//c-axis

Kitaev model via magnetic field



Project to  doublet:Eg

Bond-dependent quadrupole-octupole interaction

<latexit sha1_base64="LVVbfDRGD8sQPBHM4JMQf9maczw=">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</latexit>
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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Bond-dependent quadrupole-octupole interaction

JB ∼
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eff ∼
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smaller than the exchange couplings and therefore neglected
it. The obtained phase diagram contains dipolar and quadrupo-
lar ordered states. Here we develop a theory of d2 electron
systems starting from the opposite limit, i.e., when cubic
splitting !c is large and the Eg doublet is well separated from
the virtual T2g states, as actually seen in experiment [12].
Having in mind 5d2 materials other than double perovskite
compounds, we keep the discussion as general as possible,
considering various spin-orbital exchange processes typical in
TM oxides. The resulting Eg-doublet interactions are repre-
sented in terms of pseudospin one-half Hamiltonians. In most
cases, the interactions are dominated by quadrupolar cou-
plings. In a 90◦ exchange geometry however, the quadrupole
and octupole channels are equally present, and effective in-
teractions on a single bond can be written in a Heisenberg
form with no preference for either of these two channels.
The resulting multipole orders of Eg doublets in different
lattices are considered. On a honeycomb lattice, we show
that the Eg-pseudospin model can be mapped to the extended
Kitaev model, thereby uncovering a hidden SU(2) symmetry
point that separates quadrupole and octupole orders. The pseu-
dospins on a geometrically frustrated triangular lattice show
more complex phase behavior, including a coherent mixture of
different rank (quadrupole and octupole) orders in the ground
state. The order parameters are reduced by quantum fluctua-
tions. In DP lattices, we find that the exchange interactions
favor a quadrupole order.

We further discuss orbital-lattice coupling effects, and
show that JT phonon-mediated interactions cooperate with
exchange interactions to support quadrupolar order. This is
similar to conventional eg-orbital systems. We suggest that
in DP lattices, where the magnetic ions are widely separated
and have no common oxygen, a dynamical Jahn-Teller ef-
fect may develop to reduce the structural distortions induced
by quadrupolar order. We also consider modifications of the
pseudospin wave functions by symmetry lowering distortions
(caused by site disorder or other defects), and find that they
induce a magnetic dipole moment on the Eg doublet. In gen-
eral, d2 compounds represent an interesting class of materials
where all three main actors—the electron exchange, orbital-
lattice interaction, and relativistic SOC—play an essential role
in determining the ground states and low-energy excitations.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
the Eg-doublet states and their pseudospin-1/2 description.
In Sec. III, we derive pseudospin Hamiltonians considering
different orbital exchange geometries, which are typical in
TM compounds. Section IV studies pseudospin orderings and
excitations on various lattice structures. Section V discusses
Jahn-Teller coupling and disorder effects in the context of
experiments in DP compounds. Section VI summarizes the
main results.

II. NON-KRAMERS Eg DOUBLET AND PSEUDOSPINS

The Eg-doublet wave functions written in the Jz basis are:
1√
2
(|2〉 + |− 2〉) and |0〉 [6]. These functions follow from

diagonalization of the octahedral crystal field operator for
J = 2 ions [12,22], and as expected on symmetry grounds,
are similar to the eg doublet states of a d electron with l = 2.
We regard them as pseudospin s = 1/2 states |↑〉 and |↓〉,

correspondingly. To get an idea about the orbital shapes of
the Eg wave functions, we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
and represent them in terms of two-electron spin and orbital
|Sz, Lz〉 states:

|↑〉 = 1√
2

(|1, 1〉 + |− 1,−1〉), (1)

|↓〉 = 1√
6

(|1,−1〉 + 2|0, 0〉 + |− 1, 1〉). (2)

In the pseudospin-up state with Lz = ±1, one of the elec-
trons must occupy lz = 0 planar orbital d0 = dxy, flattening
the overall charge density as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the
pseudospin-down state (2) is dominated by an Lz = 0 compo-
nent |d+1d−1〉, where the electrons occupy lz = ±1 complex
orbitals d±1 = ∓(dyz ± idzx )/

√
2; thus, its charge density is

elongated towards apical oxygen Oz. Under cubic rotations,
the Eg wave functions (1) and (2) transform similar to eg-
orbital pair x2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2.

Within the Eg doublet, the J = 2 quadrupole operators

O3 = 1
6

(
2J2

z − J2
x − J2

y

)
, (3)

O2 = 1

2
√

3

(
J2

x − J2
y

)
, (4)

have matrix elements 〈± 1
2 |O3| ± 1

2 〉 = ±1 and 〈± 1
2 |O2| ∓

1
2 〉 = 1. Thus, the following correspondence between the
pseudospin sz and sx components, and Eg quadrupoles fol-
lows: sz = 1

2 O3 and sx = 1
2 O2. The third component sy =

1
2 Txyz describes the octupolar moment Txyz = 1√

3
JxJyJz with

threefold symmetry axis [111]. The projections of the octahe-
dral x, y, z axes onto the two-dimensional pseudospin (sz, sx )
plane [111] make 120◦ angles between them, and the pseu-
dospin sz axis is parallel to the octahedral z axis projection, see
Fig. 1(a). This is the most natural choice, because sz is related
to the O3 quadrupole moment (3) directed along z axis. As we
will see below, this also results in one-to-one correspondence
between the exchange bond labels γ ∈ {x, y, z} and octahedral
(x, y, z) axes. The basis rotations within the (sz, sx ) plane
by φ = 2π/3 correspond to the cyclic permutations among
Jx, Jy, Jz. Finally, we note that the sz and sx operators are
TR-even, while the sy octupole is TR-odd; this implies that the
pairwise interactions of the type sz

i s
y
j and sx

i sy
j are not allowed,

unless TR symmetry is broken.
Following eg-orbital pseudospin formalism [2,25], we in-

troduce the following pseudospin combinations:

τγ = cos φγ sz + sin φγ sx, (5)

τ̄γ = − sin φγ sz + cos φγ sx. (6)

Here, the pseudospin index γ = (z, x, y) also specifies the cor-
responding angles φγ = (0, 2π/3, 4π/3). In essence, (τγ , τ̄γ )
play the role of (sz

γ , sx
γ ) operators defined in the rotated basis
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Recently, realizations of Kitaev physics have been sought in the A2IrO3 family of honeycomb iridates, origi-
nating from oxygen-mediated exchange through edge-shared octahedra. However, for the je↵ = 1/2 Mott insu-
lator in these materials exchange from direct d-orbital overlap is relevant, and it was proposed that a Heisenberg
term should be added to the Kitaev model. Here we provide the generic nearest-neighbour spin Hamiltonian
when both oxygen-mediated and direct overlap are present, containing a bond-dependent o↵-diagonal exchange
in addition to Heisenberg and Kitaev terms. We analyze this complete model using a combination of classical
techniques and exact diagonalization. Near the Kitaev limit, we find new magnetic phases, 120� and incommen-
surate spiral order, as well as extended regions of zigzag and stripy order. Possible applications to Na2IrO3 and
Li2IrO3 are discussed.

The honeycomb family of iridium oxides[1–11] has at-
tracted a considerable amount of attention [12–20] due to
the possibility they lie near a realization of Kitaev’s exactly
solvable spin-1/2 honeycomb model[21]. This model hosts
a number of remarkable features: a Z2 spin liquid with gap-
less Majorana fermions and (non-Abelian) anyonic excita-
tions under an applied magnetic field. No symmetry prin-
ciple excludes terms besides the Kitaev, so additional inter-
actions are generically expected. From microscopic calcu-
lations of exchange mediated through the edge-shared oxy-
gen octahedra, it has been proposed that a pure Kitaev model
of je↵ = 1/2 spins was the appropriate description[22]. It
was further suggested that direct overlap of the d-orbitals
generalizes this to a Heisenberg-Kitaev (HK) model[13], lin-
early interpolating between an isotropic Heisenberg model
and Kitaev’s bond-dependent exchange Hamiltonian. Exten-
sive study of the HK model[23–28] has shown a variety of fas-
cinating phenomena, including an extended spin liquid phase
and quantum phase transitions into several well-understood
magnetic ground states. While present, the zigzag phase seen
in Na2IrO3 [2, 4, 6] is di�cult to stabilize within the HK
model; one must resort to additional t2g-eg exchange paths[18]
or further neighbour hoppings[14]. In light of this puzzle one
may question whether the HK model provides an adequate de-
scription of the honeycomb iridates even at the nearest neigh-
bour level.

In this Letter, we show that when applied to the honey-
comb iridates the HK model is incomplete, explicitly deriving
the je↵ = 1/2 spin model from a multiorbital t2g Hubbard-
Kanamori Hamiltonian. Considering the most idealized crys-
tal structure, an additional spin-spin interaction beyond the
HK model must be included: bond-dependent symmetric o↵-
diagonal exchange. The complete spin Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
X

hi ji2↵�(�)

h
J~S i · ~S j + KS �i S �j + �

⇣
S ↵i S �j + S �i S ↵j

⌘i
, (1)

where J is Heisenberg exchange, K is the Kitaev exchange,
and � denotes the symmetric o↵-diagonal exchange. On each
bond we distinguish one spin direction �, labeling the bond

yx

z

zx(y)

yz(x)

xy(z)

Ir4+

O2°A+

FIG. 1: Crystal structure of the honeycomb iridates A2IrO3
with Ir4+ in black, O2� in white, and A = Na+,Li+ in gray.
For the Kitaev and bond-dependent exchanges we have
denoted the yz(x) bonds blue, the zx(y) bonds green and the
xy(z) bonds red.

↵�(�) where ↵ and � are the two remaining directions. Ex-
amining the phase diagram using a combination of classical
arguments and exact diagonalization, we find that with the in-
clusion of � new magnetic phases are stabilized near the Ki-
taev limits: an incommensurate spiral (IS) and 120� order, in
addition to extended regions of zigzag and stripy order.

Microscopics.– We first construct a minimal model of a
honeycomb lattice of Ir4+ ions surrounded by a network of
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra. The Ir4+ 5d levels are split
into an eg doublet and t2g triplet by large crystal field e↵ects,
leaving a single hole in the t2g states. Within the t2g mani-
fold, the orbital angular momentum behaves as an le↵ = 1
triplet, with large spin-orbit coupling splitting this into an ac-
tive je↵ = 1/2 doublet and filled je↵ = 3/2 states. Because of
significant on-site interactions, localized je↵ = 1/2 spins pro-
vide an e↵ective model for the low-energy physics. To per-
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FIG. 3. Classical phase diagrams computed by Monte Carlo sim-
ulated annealing at heff = 0 and (a) JB = 0 and (b) JB = J̄/

√
5,

where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/

√
5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:

H =
∑

〈i j〉γ

J si · s j + Ksγ
i sγ

j + %
(
sα

i sβ
j + sβ

i sα
j

)

+ %′[sγ
i sα

j + sα
i sγ

j + (α → β )
]
− heff

∑

i

êc · si, (4)

where sγ = êγ · s, γ ∈ {x, y, z}, and α,β ∈ {x, y, z}\{γ }. The
values of J, K, %, and %′ are given by

J = 1
3

( 1
2 Jτ − 2JB + JO + 2JQ

)
,

K = 1
2 Jτ + 2JB, % = J − JQ,

%′ = 1
3 (−Jτ + JB + JO − JQ). (5)

The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a

L020408-3
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where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/
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5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:

H =
∑

〈i j〉γ

J si · s j + Ksγ
i sγ

j + %
(
sα

i sβ
j + sβ

i sα
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)
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i sα

j + sα
i sγ

j + (α → β )
]
− heff

∑

i

êc · si, (4)

where sγ = êγ · s, γ ∈ {x, y, z}, and α,β ∈ {x, y, z}\{γ }. The
values of J, K, %, and %′ are given by

J = 1
3

( 1
2 Jτ − 2JB + JO + 2JQ

)
,

K = 1
2 Jτ + 2JB, % = J − JQ,

%′ = 1
3 (−Jτ + JB + JO − JQ). (5)

The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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FIG. 3. Classical phase diagrams computed by Monte Carlo sim-
ulated annealing at heff = 0 and (a) JB = 0 and (b) JB = J̄/
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where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/

√
5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:

H =
∑

〈i j〉γ

J si · s j + Ksγ
i sγ

j + %
(
sα

i sβ
j + sβ

i sα
j

)

+ %′[sγ
i sα

j + sα
i sγ

j + (α → β )
]
− heff

∑

i

êc · si, (4)

where sγ = êγ · s, γ ∈ {x, y, z}, and α,β ∈ {x, y, z}\{γ }. The
values of J, K, %, and %′ are given by

J = 1
3

( 1
2 Jτ − 2JB + JO + 2JQ

)
,

K = 1
2 Jτ + 2JB, % = J − JQ,

%′ = 1
3 (−Jτ + JB + JO − JQ). (5)

The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.
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The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
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H =
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j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/

√
5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:
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,
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The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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FIG. 3. Classical phase diagrams computed by Monte Carlo sim-
ulated annealing at heff = 0 and (a) JB = 0 and (b) JB = J̄/
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where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/

√
5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:

H =
∑

〈i j〉γ

J si · s j + Ksγ
i sγ

j + %
(
sα

i sβ
j + sβ

i sα
j

)

+ %′[sγ
i sα

j + sα
i sγ

j + (α → β )
]
− heff

∑

i

êc · si, (4)

where sγ = êγ · s, γ ∈ {x, y, z}, and α,β ∈ {x, y, z}\{γ }. The
values of J, K, %, and %′ are given by

J = 1
3

( 1
2 Jτ − 2JB + JO + 2JQ

)
,

K = 1
2 Jτ + 2JB, % = J − JQ,

%′ = 1
3 (−Jτ + JB + JO − JQ). (5)

The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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where J̄ = 1 sets the energy scale. The angles (θ , φ) parametrize
the exchange interactions in Eq. (2) as Jτ = J̄ cos θ , JQ =
J̄ sinθ cosφ, and JO = J̄ sinθ sinφ. Some phases are labeled by the
number of sites in the ordering unit cell; two such phases with
identical unit cell size are distinguished using Roman numerals. In
Sec. III of the SM we display the pseudospin configuration in each
ordered phase [39]. The yellow and red stars indicate points shown
in Fig. 4; at the red star the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the pure
antiferro-Kitaev model.

moments, but not both. The line where JQ = 0 and 0 ! JO !
Jτ/2 hosts a disordered quadrupolar state originating from the
pure Jτ limit at θ = 0. There the model has a macroscopically
large ground state manifold owing to the physics of the 120◦

compass honeycomb model [7,44,45]. The octupolar Ising in-
teraction, which is proportional to sc

i sc
j , does not immediately

lift this degeneracy until JO > Jτ/2, where the AFO phase
is stabilized in a spin-flop transition. On the other hand, the
degeneracy is lifted by finite JQ and selects either VQ or AFQ
ordering depending on the sign of JQ.

In Fig. 3(b) we present the classical phase diagram at a
fixed value of JB = J̄/

√
5 > 0, which modifies the JB = 0

case in several notable ways. First, the area surrounding the
disordered quadrupolar state in the JB = 0 limit now hosts
several large unit cell (LUC) orders including 24-site and 40-
site orders. Second, whereas the region where both JQ, JO > 0
is relatively undisturbed, the opposite limit where JQ and JO
differ by a sign hosts a variety of new ordered phases. An
example is the zigzag (ZZ) phase which contains both an
in-plane and out-of-plane component; see Fig. 4. In fact, all
new phases appearing in Fig. 3(b) feature both quadrupolar
and octupolar moments; see Sec. III of the SM for a visual rep-
resentation of the classical pseudospin moments [39]. Third,
six different phases emerge from a single point indicated by

FIG. 4. Quantum phase diagram obtained by 24-site ED, where
the parameters ξ = (JB − JO )/(JB + JO) and heff are tuned, while
JQ = 0 and Jτ = JB + JO = 1 are fixed. Phase boundaries are given
by peaks in the ground state energy derivatives and we determine
the presence and type of ordering by calculating the quadrupolar and
octupolar structure factors of each phase shown in Sec. III of the
SM [39]. The yellow star corresponds to the point where Jτ = JO,
whereas the red star corresponds to the antiferro-Kitaev point. For
each ordered phase, the arrows represent each pseudospin’s in-plane
(i.e., quadrupolar) component, whereas red and blue colors indicate
the out-of-plane (i.e., octupolar) component with opposite directions.

a red star in Fig. 3(b). In the next section we explore this
point in detail and consider the consequences for the quantum
pseudospin model.

Kitaev multipolar liquid. To find the relation to the Kitaev
model, we rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) in the octahedral
xyz coordinates, where it may be written in the JK%%′ form:
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The special point indicated by the red star in Fig. 3(b) is
where JQ = heff = 0 and the other parameters satisfy the ratio
Jτ : JO : JB = 2 : 1 : 1. Here the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =

∑
〈i j〉γ K̄ sγ

i sγ
j , where K̄ = 3Jτ/2 > 0; in other words,

our multipolar pseudospin model is described purely by an
antiferro-Kitaev interaction. The classical limit of this model
hosts an extensive ground state degeneracy, which explains
why several classical phases meet at the red star in Fig. 3(b).
In analogy to the Kitaev honeycomb model for spin-1/2
moments, we can write the multipolar pseudospin operator
in terms of Majorana fermions bγ and c as sγ = ibγ c/2,
and the model can be solved exactly in terms of Majorana
fermions hopping with a Dirac dispersion in the presence of a
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JO = sin ✓ sin�

<latexit sha1_base64="ce9jzxaxJAGfS8IFJNyOB5WLc0c=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfUiFL2IpxbsBzShbLbbZulmE3YnQgn14l/x4kERr/4Lb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwDY7zbRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0de3evqeNUUdagsYhVOyCaCS5ZAzgI1k4UI1EgWCsY3kz81gNTmsfyHkYJ8yMykLzPKQEjde2Du279CnuaSw9CBgR7NNZeEvKuXXYqzhR4kbg5KaMcta795fVimkZMAhVE647rJOBnRAGngo1LXqpZQuiQDFjHUEkipv1s+sEYHxulh/uxMiUBT9XfExmJtB5FgemMCIR63puI/3mdFPqXfsZlkgKTdLaonwoMMZ7EgXtcMQpiZAihiptbMQ2JIhRMaCUTgjv/8iJpnlbc84pbPytXr/M4iugQHaET5KILVEW3qIYaiKJH9Ixe0Zv1ZL1Y79bHrLVg5TP76A+szx+1OZZu</latexit>

JQ = sin ✓ cos�

<latexit sha1_base64="lH9RT35xoLRiQ5twXPNcM9PrlzA=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwVRIRdSMU3YirCvYBTQiT6aQdOpmEmRuhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDiccy/33hOmgmtwnG9rYXFpeWW1tFZe39jc2rZ3dps6yRRlDZqIRLVDopngkjWAg2DtVDESh4K1wsH12G89MKV5Iu9hmDI/Jj3JI04JGCmw928DD0iGL7FHE+1BnwHBgV1xqs4EeJ64BamgAvXA/vK6Cc1iJoEKonXHdVLwc6KAU8FGZS/TLCV0QHqsY6gkMdN+Prl+hI+M0sVRokxJwBP190ROYq2HcWg6YwJ9PeuNxf+8TgbRhZ9zmWbAJJ0uijKBIcHjKHCXK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE1jZhODOvjxPmidV96zq3p1WaldFHCV0gA7RMXLROaqhG1RHDUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrY9q6YBUze+gPrM8fRd6UeA==</latexit>

J⌧ = cos ✓ pure Kitaev limit

<latexit sha1_base64="MhXieR2p9ibKDw4+sSpfcK5hbmM=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRbBVZkUUSkIpW6kqwr2Ae0wZNJMG5rJDElGKKXgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GdDoLbT1wL4dz7iW5x485U9pxvq3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7Z+8ftFSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj25mfvuBSsUica/HMXVDPBAsYARrI3n2Ud3raZzACqx7Udpr8BqWK6iCPLvolJwUcJmgjBRBhoZnf/X6EUlCKjThWKkucmLtTrDUjHA6LfQSRWNMRnhAu4YKHFLlTtIbpvDUKH0YRNKU0DBVf29McKjUOPTNZIj1UC16M/E/r5vo4MqdMBEnmgoyfyhIONQRnAUC+0xSovnYEEwkM3+FZIglJtrEVjAhoMWTl0mrXEIXJXR3XqzWsjjy4BicgDOAwCWoglvQAE1AwCN4Bq/gzXqyXqx362M+mrOynUPwB9bnD/PGlIA=</latexit>

J⌧ : Jo : JB = 2 : 1 : 1

<latexit sha1_base64="Y24pExfQz/UjHKCM4MMZq1+CIvY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1ItQ9CKeKpi20Iay2W7apZtN3J0IpfQ3ePGgiFd/kDf/jds2B60+GHi8N8PMvDCVwqDrfjmFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7p7y71zBJphn3WSIT3Qqp4VIo7qNAyVup5jQOJW+Gw+up33zk2ohE3eMo5UFM+0pEglG0kn/bfbh0u+WKW3VnIH+Jl5MK5Kh3y5+dXsKymCtkkhrT9twUgzHVKJjkk1InMzylbEj7vG2pojE3wXh27IQcWaVHokTbUkhm6s+JMY2NGcWh7YwpDsyiNxX/89oZRhfBWKg0Q67YfFGUSYIJmX5OekJzhnJkCWVa2FsJG1BNGdp8SjYEb/Hlv6RxUvXOqt7daaV2lcdRhAM4hGPw4BxqcAN18IGBgCd4gVdHOc/Om/M+by04+cw+/ILz8Q0aGo45</latexit>

Jq = 0



Quantum phase diagram (24-site ED) 

M. Kawamura et al. Computer 
Phys. Comm 217 (2017)

A. Rayyan, D. Churchill, HYK, PRB 107, L020408 (2023)

<latexit sha1_base64="a3TFDD56ub5H0sXWdVstiCx0KP4=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShMEiVMSaiLeNUOpGuqpgL9CGMJlO26GTSZiZiCV05cZXceNCEbc+gzvfxmmahbb+MPDxn3M4c34vZFQqy/o2MnPzC4tL2eXcyura+oa5uVWXQSQwqeGABaLpIUkY5aSmqGKkGQqCfI+Rhje4Htcb90RIGvA7NQyJ46Mep12KkdKWa+62Hyi8goWKW4ZHsOIGB8cJHybsmnmraCWCs2CnkAepqq751e4EOPIJV5ghKVu2FSonRkJRzMgo144kCREeoB5paeTIJ9KJkzNGcF87HdgNhH5cwcT9PREjX8qh7+lOH6m+nK6Nzf9qrUh1L52Y8jBShOPJom7EoArgOBPYoYJgxYYaEBZU/xXiPhIIK51cTodgT588C/WTon1ePLs9zZfKaRxZsAP2QAHY4AKUwA2oghrA4BE8g1fwZjwZL8a78TFpzRjpzDb4I+PzB19RlUA=</latexit>

⇠ = (JB � Jo)/(JB + Jo)

<latexit sha1_base64="CA8+bzb0i4vZufKVrVMZS4Q+2bU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqLhyEyyCIJQZ8bUplLqRrirYB7TDkEnTNjQzGZKMUIaCv+LGhSJu/Q53/o1pOwttPXAvh3PuJTcniDlT2nG+raXlldW19dxGfnNre2fX3ttvKJFIQutEcCFbAVaUs4jWNdOctmJJcRhw2gyGtxO/+UilYiJ60KOYeiHuR6zHCNZG8u3Dqt/ROCmhql9BZ6YLVEKubxecojMFWiRuRgqQoebbX52uIElII004VqrtOrH2Uiw1I5yO851E0RiTIe7TtqERDqny0un5Y3RilC7qCWkq0miq/t5IcajUKAzMZIj1QM17E/E/r53o3o2XsihONI3I7KFewpEWaJIF6jJJieYjQzCRzNyKyABLTLRJLG9CcOe/vEga50X3qnh5f1EoV7I4cnAEx3AKLlxDGe6gBnUgkMIzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx2x0ycp2DuAPrM8fk9CTTw==</latexit>

J⌧ = JB + Jo = 1



• In  honeycomb Mott insulators, magnetic field introduces the frustration & moves toward 
the Kitaev + field limit

•  honeycomb Mott insulator offers Kitaev Multipolar liquids

5d2

5d2

            Summary              


